Planning activity and location of Partners during the Italian Knowledge Exchange Session

Italian official KES will start on Tuesday 12th September at 9.00 a.m. and will finish on Thursday 14th September at 2.00 p.m.
All KES participants will stay at the Hotel Idea San Siro
Address: Via Gaetano Airaghi 125, Milano

Programme/Itinerary for the Knowledge Exchange Session

Day 1 . Tuesday 12th September 2017

9.00
Pk hotel

9.00/10.00
Transfer from the Hotel to Idroscalo by MCM.

10.00/11.30
Idroscalo
Water sports and entertainment centre run by the Metropolitan City of Milan.
Short visit of Idroscalo park.

1st Fieldwork Session at Idroscalo
There will be exposed all the activities of the Centre for sports (international meetings as well as family sports) and for entertainment (bathing, canoeing, etc.).
Strong and weak key points, good practices and, above all, the intervention of the authority in offering the city of Milan a good opportunity to enjoy water for sports and entertainment.
Idroscalo: www.idroscalo.info/idroscalo/it (Italian only)

11.30/12.00
Transfer by MCM bus from Segrate to Milan.

12.00/12.30
Naviglio and Cascina Martesana
The visit will give evidence to the social and communication work of young men in restoring an old farmhouse from the ruins to a well run resort place for entertainment (in the evenings)
and cultural initiatives in the area. Very short walk through Gorla District (via Bertelli, Ponte Vecchio, Piazza dei Piccoli Martiri) and the Martesana Park. The visit will take place along the cycle lane which connects the city to the River Adda (Naviglio Martesana). This area is a fundamental point of territorial observation as it includes memories and new chances for developments from a suburb area to an important social place for nature and entertainment. Moreover Gorla is well known all over the world because of a tragic episode during the Second World War during which c.a. 200 children of the primary school died. There is a monument which is an international manifesto against all wars.

Navigli: www.navigilombardi.it/en (English)
Gorla: www.gorladomani.it/html/piccoli-martiri.html (Italian only)
www.gorladomani.it/html/naviglio.html (Italian only)

Martesana Park, Naviglio & Cascina:
www.turismo.milano.it/wps/portal/tur/en/scoprilacitta/itinerari/naviglio_della_martesana (Italian only)
www.naviglilombardi.it/en/navigli/naviglio-martesana (English)

12.30/13.30
Light lunch kindly offered by Cascina Martesana.

13.30/14.15
Transfer by MCM bus from Cascina Martesana to Imbersago. Adda River.

14.15/15.30
Ferryboat and Tour on Adda River
From Imbersago. Short navigation along the Adda River in a wonderful natural setting and experience the tourist attractiveness of the ferryboat conceived by Leonardo da Vinci.
Adda River: http://visitadda.com/en/ (English)
Leonardo Ferryboat:
www.in-lombardia.com/visiting-lombardy/cultural-tourism-lombardy (English)

15.30/15.45
Transfer by MCM bus from Robbiate to Porto d’Adda Inferiore.

15.45/18.00
Naviglio of Paderno
Walking from Porto d’Adda Inferiore to Rocchetta Valley.
2nd Fieldwork Session at Stallazzo
Stallazzo was the stable for horses employed in towing boats against the upstream. Here boaters stayed for a drink and a chatter during their journeys from the Lake of Lecco to Milan. Here there will be illustrated the projects of Parco Adda Nord on the restoration of the Naviglio of Paderno and the activities of Ecomuseum Adda of Leonardo. Moreover the Cooperative Solleva (association) will expose its activities in favour of tourism and cultural heritage in the Rocchetta Valley.

Nearby there is the famous Santuario della Rocchetta which is the place described by Leonardo da Vinci in his study excursions along the Adda River. Not to be forgotten that 2019 will be the year of Leonardo da Vinci all over the world (his death anniversary).
Naviglio of Paderno: www.navigilombardi.it/en/navigli/naviglio-di-paderno/ (English)
Parco Adda Nord: www.navigilombardi.it/en/poi/parco-adda-nord-2/ (English)
Leonardo’s Adda Ecomuseum: http://addadileonardo.com/ (Italian only)
www.navigilombardi.it/en/poi/stallazzo-ecomuseo-adda-di-leonardo-2/ (English)
Sanctuary Madonna della Rocchetta:
www.eccolecco.it/arte-cultura/chiese-basiliche/santuario-madonna-della-rocchetta/ (Italian only)
www.navigilombardi.it/en/poi/sanctuary-of-the-madonna-della-rocchetta/ (English)

Solleva Group: www.solleva.info/ (Italian only)
Snack
Gently offered by Solleva Association.

18.00/18.30
Transfer by MCM bus from Paderno to Gorgonzola.

18.30/19.40
Palazzo Pirola
Visit to palace the at the in Gorgonzola.
Short exposition of how a typical food product such as the famous “Gorgonzola Cheese” could bring fame to the Agricultural Food District Adda-Martesana.

Agricultural Food District Adda-Martesana:
www.cittametropolitana.mi.it/pianificazione_territoriale/vas/piani_area/undici_piani_area/ (Italian only)
Palazzo Pirola: http://palazzopirola.it/ (Italian only)
www.faivialattea.it/en/palazzo-pirola-en/ (English)

Gorgonzola Appetizer gently
Gently offered by Association Concordiola.

19.40/20.00
Transfer by MCM bus from Gorgonzola to Gessate.

20.00/21.00
Villa Daccò
Official headquarters of Ecomuseo Martesana.
Short presentation of Ecomuseo Martesana and its activities in favour of revitalizing the territory starting from its natural, economic, social, touristic and artistic resources. This consideration is very important as it focuses on the aspect of a territorial network combining all aspects of the heritage with tourism and infrastructures (Naviglio Martesana). Moreover it involves all the actors and stakeholders of Adda/Martesana area in creating a network of authorities, municipalities, associations, residents, stakeholders operating in the territory.
Villa Daccò: www.navigilombardi.it/en/poi/villa-dacco-2/ (English)

20.30
Dinner in medieval costumes in Villa Daccò
Served by “Medieval festivals committee” of Gessate.

21.00/22.00
Plectrum Orchestra “City of Milan”
Performance by the Orchestra Plettro di Milano in the park and Villa Daccò.
The Plectrum Orchestra of Milan will offer a very appealing music based on the memories of the Italian sounds all over the world. The theme is the memory.
Plectrum Orchestra “City of Milan”: www.mandoliniamilano.it/chi-siamo/ (Italian only)

22.00
Back to Hotel by MCM bus.
Day 2 . Wednesday 13th September 2017

9.00
Pk hotel

9.00/9.45
Transfer to Panperduto (Somma Lombardo) along the Ticino River by MCM

9.45/12.00
PANPERDUTO
Visit to the dam and the dock, experiencing the functioning of the dam; visit to the Museum of the Italian and Swiss waters and to the hostel.

3rd Fieldwork Session at the Hostel
This session is based on how the Consorzio Villorese manages all works along the Lombard and Milanesi Navigli (230 km of network). Nearby the museum of the Italian and Swiss waters will offer us the chance to play with water machines. This is the occasion to realize how a Cooperative (Ex Dogana Association), composed by young men and women, runs the hostel (accommodation for bikers) and puts on sale its rural and typical products.

Hostel of Panperduto: www.panperduto.it/en/ (English)
Museum of Panperduto: www.panperduto.it/en/the-museum/ (English)
Dam of Panperduto: www.panperduto.it/en/the-dam/ (English)
Water activity garden Panperduto: www.panperduto.it/en/water-activity-garden/ (English)
Consorzio Villorese: www.etvilloresi.it/portal-villoresi/sv1.do (Italian only)

Coffee break

12.00
Transfer by MCM bus from Panperduto to Castelletto di Cuggiono.

12.30/13.00
Light lunch at Castelletto di Cuggiono. Restaurant La Pirogue.
Intervention of the Consorzio dei Comuni del Naviglio Grande which coordinates all the economic and social activities of the municipalities along the Naviglio Grande.

Consorzio Navigli: www.consorzionavigli.it/ (Italian only)

13.00/14.00
Ville di Delizia
Ferryboat tour of the Itinerary of Delights (Castelletto di Cuggiono, Robecco, Cassinetta di Lugagnano). This is the formidable track known as the “Ville di delizia” faced by magnificent villas which now are locations for events.

Ville di Delizia Trail: www.navigilombardi.it/en/itinerari/delizie-trail/ (English)

14.00/14.30
Transfer from Cassinetta di Lugagnano to Abbey of Morimondo by MCM.

14.30/16.00
The Abbey of Morimondo
Visit to the Abbey. Morimondo Abbey is one of the most important Lombard abbeys and part of the what is known as the Abbey Roads by MCM. The abbeys had a fundamental historical role in governing the lands at south of Milan in a typical rural area. In this area there are didactic farms which play an important role in preserving the typical aspects of the Lombard rural landscape. Short presentation by Cascina Caremma and Explora srl, the Destination
Management Organization (DMO) of Regione Lombardia, whose primary function is the promotion of tourist services and facilities.

**Abbey of Morimondo**: www.cittametropolitana.mi.it/strada_abbazie_en/index.html *(English)*

**Cascina Caremma**: www.caremma.com/?lang=en *(English)*

**Explora srl**: http://explora.in-lombardia/it/ *(Italian only)*

### 16.00/16.30
Transfer by MCM bus from Morimondo to Naviglio Pavese. Zibido San Giacomo.

### 16.30/19.00

#### 4th Fieldwork Session Musa
A museum of savours and typical rural products of the area. Here will be exposed the activities of the museum, whose purpose is to enhance the typical rural products of the area and to illustrate them through history. Moreover it has the function of showing the typical rural roads where the products were (and are still) produced. Here MCM has the opportunity to present the Rural South Park (Parco Agricolo Sud). In the area operates an agency which will explain how to combine resources (territorial and human) in order to give work to local young men and women in search for a green job. In addition there will be the contribution of the Rural District Adda-Martesana to explain how to operate on a local basis with agriculture and its renewing system and an intervention from iiMerge and from AFOL Sud Milano, an agency made up of Milan and 27 municipalities from south Milan which provides employment services.

**Naviglio Pavese**: www.naviglilombardi.it/en/navigli/naviglio-pavese/ *(English)*

**Salterio Museum (MUSA)**: www.museosalterio.it/ *(Italian only)*

**iiMerge**: www.iimerge.com/ *(English)*

**AFOL Sud Milano**: www.afolsudmilano.it/ *(Italian only)*

**Parco Agricolo Sud Milano**: www.parcoagricolosudmilano.it *(Italian only)*


### 19.00/20.00
Transfer by MCM bus to Darsena of Porta Ticinese in Milan.

### 20.00/22.00
Supper in Darsena Restaurant.

**Darsena**: www.naviglilombardi.it/en/poi/darsena-di-milano-2/ *(English)*

### 22.00
Transfer by MCM bus to Hotel.
Day 3 . Thursday 14th September 2017

09.30
Pk Hotel

09.30/10.00
Transfer to Cariplo Factory, Via Bergognone, 34 Milano.

10.00/13.00
CARIPLO FACTORY
Matching workshops in the building of Cariplo Factory, a project established by Cariplo Foundation which aims to create job opportunities for young people, realising open innovation partnership project, CRS and promoting young talents.

Short plenary session
Four tables, discussion in small group
- 1st table: The feasibility through an effective governance;
- 2nd table: The feasibility through models or instruments;
- 3rd table: Discussion about the feasibility through sustainable management of the waterways system combined with heritage and infrastructures;
- 4th table: Discussion about the feasibility from a financial point of view;

Conclusions in plenary session.
Cariplo Factory: www.cariplofactory.it/ (Italian only)

13.00/14.00
Light Lunch

14.00 onwards
Departure of Partners
(for Linate, Malpensa and Orio al Serio airports).